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Abstract. In this paper, we described two-scan connected component labeling 
(CCL) approach on a real-time colour video image segmentation. CCL  
approach is an act of region labeling and could provides opportunity to find fea-
ture of object and establish boundaries of objects which are the common prop-
erties needed by many object-based video segmentation applications. We tested 
the proposed technique in two experimental studies that simulates real-time  
object-based video segmentation. Our experiments results shown that the pro-
posed technique could perform region labeling in a fast manner. Another advan-
tage of the proposed technique is that it does not provide extra storage to store 
same label equivalence. This property gives advantage to avoid label equiva-
lence redundancies that always happen in the CCL approach.  
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1   Introduction 

Introduced in the year of 1966 by [1], CCL is an approach that labels regions within 
a binary image. The component of regions is labeled with unique label which was 
provided by the CCL operation. The CCL approach assigned same label to the same 
connected component of a region and those in different connected components have 
different label [2]. CCL is a fundamental step in segmentation of an image objects 
and regions, or blobs and can be used to establish boundaries of objects, compo-
nents or regions, count the number of blobs in an image [3] and to find feature of 
object [4]. In [5], CCL is a fundamental operation in pattern analysis (recognition) 
and computer (robot) vision and can be found in almost all image-based applica-
tions such as fingerprint identification, character recognition, automated inspection, 
target recognition, face identification, medical image analysis and computer-aided 
diagnosis. In this study, object-based video segmentation applications refer to the 
higher-level video image-based applications that require the location and/or feature 


